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In the U.S., some members of Congress and state attorneys general have advocated 
for greater antitrust scrutiny of industrywide initiatives In environmental, social and 
corporate governance, while other state attorneys general have argued that such 
initiatives are pro-competitive. 
 
In the EU and the U.K., competition authorities have issued guidance to support 
industrywide ESG initiatives. In this environment, practitioners would do well to 
advise those contemplating joining ESG initiatives on how to understand the global 
antitrust landscape. 
 
Antitrust and ESG: New Developments and Key Issues 
 
Firms routinely incorporate ESG goals as part of normal corporate operations. In the 
U.S., some federal and state elected officials and enforcement officials recently 
have raised concerns with whether ESG-related initiatives involving competitors can 
violate the antitrust laws. 
 
Federal antitrust agency leaders have noted correctly that there are no antitrust 
exemptions for socially desirable activity, including ESG initiatives, but they have 
provided little further guidance. 
 
At the state level, a number of Republican attorneys general have either begun or 
indicated interest in investigations into alleged violations of antitrust laws in 
connection with ESG initiatives, while some Democrat attorneys general have 
expressed support for the pro-competitive benefits of ESG activities. 
 
In certain EU jurisdictions and the U.K., regulatory authorities have taken a more 
proactive approach to facilitate promotion of collaborative ESG efforts within the 
boundaries of antitrust law. 
 
This article discusses these developments and their impact on business decisions. 
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The Biden administration has prioritized support for ESG goals.[1] The administration has also 
emphasized, however, its commitment to increased enforcement of antitrust laws, without offering 
updated guidance as to how corporations can collaborate on ESG initiatives while remaining compliant 
with antitrust laws.[2] 
 
In her testimony at the Sept. 20 hearing of the U.S. Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Competition 
Policy, Antitrust and Consumer Rights, Federal Trade Commission Chair Lina Khan observed that ESG 
considerations can never "rescue an illegal deal," and that the FTC is prohibited under antitrust law from 
conditioning merger approval on adoption of ESG commitments. 
 
Khan also stated that "there is no such thing" as an ESG exemption from antitrust laws, adding that, 
given that agreements regarding ESG initiatives have potential to impact competition, such agreements 
are always relevant to the FTC. 
 
At the same hearing, U.S. Department of Justice Antitrust Division Assistant Attorney General Jonathan 
Kanter agreed 

with the sentiment that collusion is anticompetitive and ... that when firms have substantial power 
and they use that power to achieve anticompetitive ends, that should be actionable under the 
antitrust laws.[3] 

 
In Congress, elected officials have questioned the legality of ESG initiatives under various legal regimes, 
including antitrust law. For example, on Nov. 8, a group of Republican senators sent a letter to fifty law 
firms advising those firms to fully inform clients of "the risks they incur by participating in climate cartels 
and other ill-advised ESG schemes."[4] 
 
The senators expressed particular concern regarding the "collusive effort to restrict the supply of coal, 
oil, and gas, which is driving up energy costs across the globe and empowering America's adversaries 
abroad."[5] 
 
Of particular relevance is the senators' statement that Congress will "increasingly use its oversight 
powers to scrutinize the institutionalized antitrust violations being committed in the name of ESG" and 
refer those alleged violations to the FTC and DOJ. 
 
The senators advise firms and clients engaged in ESG initiatives to preserve relevant documents in 
anticipation of those investigations.[6] 
 
While the Biden administration has expressed public support for ESG goals, clients who engage in ESG 
initiatives should be aware of the heightened federal interest in antitrust issues related to ESG matters 
and evaluate their ESG initiatives with this landscape in mind. 
 
State Developments in the U.S. 
 
At the state level, numerous Republican attorneys general have begun investigations into alleged 
antitrust concerns related to ESG-related behavior. In March, Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich 
published an editorial in The Wall Street Journal in which he announced an investigation into the 
Climate Action 100+ initiative[7] for potential violations of antitrust law. 
 
Brnovich alleged that participants in the initiative use "coordinated influence to compel companies to 



 

 

shut down coal and natural-gas plants." 
 
Moreover, Brnovich alleged the use of individual retirement funds in support of initiatives such as the 
Climate Action 100+ harms consumers in the form of increased energy prices and may constitute 
"coordinated conspiracy that allocates markets in violation of the law."[8] 
 
Subsequently, on Aug. 4, a coalition of 19 attorneys general led by Brnovich and Nebraska Attorney 
General Doug Peterson sent a letter to BlackRock Inc. CEO Larry Fink, seeking clarification on BlackRock's 
commitment to maximize investor returns, stating that BlackRock's "actions appear to intentionally 
restrain and harm the competitiveness of the energy markets."[9] 
 
On Nov. 21, a group of Democrat attorneys general from 16 states including California, New Jersey and 
New York, together with the District of Columbia, wrote to the chairs and ranking members of the 
Senate Banking and U.S. House of Representatives Financial Services committees in response to the Aug. 
4 letter.[10] 
 
The attorneys general argued that 

the August 4 letter's claim that asset managers that consider ESG factors may be violating antitrust 
and competition laws is unsupported. An expression of general recommendations or a statement in 
favor of or against certain policies does not, without more, constitute a violation of the Sherman 
Act.[11] 

 
In addition to the BlackRock letter, Republican state attorneys general are pursuing other avenues of 
inquiry into ESG practices. On Oct. 19, Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt announced an 
investigation joined by 18 other attorneys general relating to the United Nations' Net-Zero Banking 
Alliance.[12] 
 
Describing the Net-Zero Banking Alliance as "a massive worldwide agreement by major banking 
institutions, overseen by the U.N., to starve companies engaged in fossil fuel-related activities of credit 
on national and international markets," Schmitt alleged that "Missouri farmers, oil leasing companies, 
and other businesses that are vital to Missouri's and America's economy will be unable to get a loan 
because of this alliance."[13] 
 
Even beyond purely antitrust-focused inquiries and investigations, elected officials have opened 
regulatory investigations into and/or supported laws banning certain ESG initiatives under additional 
legal theories. 
 
Some states have enacted or are considering laws to bar their state pension funds from investing in 
companies that boycott energy companies or from including ESG considerations in investment decisions. 
 
The politicization of ESG efforts seems likely to continue, heightening the potential for entities to face 
state-level antitrust inquiries in the near term, particularly in jurisdictions that have taken an overt 
public posture against ESG initiatives. 
 
U.S. Tension With Global Developments  
 
In contrast to several states in the U.S., other major jurisdictions, particularly in Europe, are proactively 
publishing guidance designed to encourage legitimate ESG-related conduct. 



 

 

 
For example, in the U.K., the Competition and Markets Authority published guidance in January 2021 on 
the intersection of sustainability agreements and competition law.[14] 
 
The CMA is explicit in its support of ESG initiatives that allow for transition to a low-carbon economy. 
The CMA's aim is to "ensure that competition policy does not create an unnecessary obstacle to 
sustainable development and that businesses are not deterred from taking part in lawful sustainability 
initiatives in the mistaken belief that they may breach competition law."[15] 
 
The CMA goes as far as to observe that, in certain economic contexts, "sustainability agreements may 
deliver benefits that outweigh the potential consequence of restricting competition." 
 
The CMA includes more detailed guidance on mechanisms by which firms can avoid competition law 
pitfalls, such as use of a fair standard-setting process, avoidance of serious restrictions of competition 
and anti-competitive behavior, and consideration of the availability of competition law allowances and 
either block or individual exemptions.[16] 
 
The European Commission has also taken steps at the EU level to manage or reduce antitrust 
impediments to coordinating ESG efforts between rivals. In March, the European Commission published 
two draft revised horizontal block exemption regulations on research and development and 
specialization agreements and the draft revised horizontal guidelines, on which public consultation was 
invited.[17] 
 
The regulations provide guidance for competitors seeking to collaborate without breaching competition 
laws. These draft guidelines include a new and separate chapter devoted to sustainability agreements, 
including new guidance on data sharing, mobile infrastructure sharing agreements and bidding 
consortia. 
 
And at the state level in Europe, additional EU member states have undertaken actions that reflect a 
more permissive or deferential interpretation of antitrust law in support of ESG goals than the current 
U.S. approach. 
 
Multinational firms considering international ESG initiatives should be mindful of these distinctions. 
What may be permissible under EU or individual member state competition laws may be subject to 
greater scrutiny under U.S. antitrust law. 
 
Conclusion 
 
In the U.S., the Biden administration has identified ESG goals as a priority and sought to promote ESG 
initiatives. ESG efforts have become politicized, however, and have been subject to criticism as 
potentially anti-competitive, creating uncertainty for businesses. 
 
Entities that do business across borders and may operate in jurisdictions that have differing positions on 
coordinating competitive activities with respect to ESG must be aware of these issues. 
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